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The transparency of right allocations in the tuna pole-line 
fishery has always been questioned. There is also a history of 
confusion about the way in which applications are evaluated 
and denial of access to the formula used. This has led to 
applicants creating their own assumptions. While there were 
lessons learnt from the FRAP 2013 application process and 
Appeals, the jury is still out about whether history will repeat 
itself in FRAP 2021/22. 
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A fisherman in the South African albacore tuna fishery. Photo supplied by the 
MSC 

FRAP 2005/6 

The first round of long-term right allocations did not exactly set the tone for 
an untroubled future. This was confirmed in April 2006 when the tuna pole 
fishery supporting a TAE of 200 vessels and 3600 crew was shocked to hear 

that of the 265 applications for long term rights in the fishery, only 98 had 

been allocated. Of these, 29 were new entrant applicants. 

The 98 applicants were informed they could use a total of 103 vessels and 

1726 crew. This left 97 vessels and 1871 crew available for allocation by the 

Minister on appeal. 

Right holders were of course confused about how the applications were 

evaluated and annoyed that their access to the formula used had been denied. 
Although some averages were provided in the general reasons, they were not 
all there, and the potential danger was in the mechanical process of scoring 
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which was reliant on the information being physically verified and whether it 

had been captured correctly. 

As it transpired 12 of the 29 new entrant applicants had scored less than the 
required 51.5 points but were somehow deemed “successful” because they 

were large vessels which could accommodate more than 20 crew. 

It was clear that the fisheries management (then Marine & Coastal 
Management) saw them as a means of improving South Africa’s catch rate of 
tuna, given that at the time there was a very low percentage of long line tuna 

right holders utilising their rights. 

Reserved decisions 

Following the appeal process, 39 reserved decisions were allocated to new 

entrants. In a surprising development those on the list heard that they were 
to be given “another opportunity” to demonstrate they had access to a suitable 

vessel. This had initially been a criterion in the tuna pole application process. 

It also meant they were being allowed to change nominated vessels that were 
deemed to be unsuitable, to bigger vessels. That many such vessels existing 
in the squid and hake longline sectors were being used to catch tuna using the 
pole method in the off seasons, this confirmed that this was MCM’s way of 

increasing South Africa’s catch record without having to utilize foreign flagged 

vessels. 

Lessons learnt from FRAP 2013 

Eight years on and on 30 December 2013, the fisheries management (now the 
South African Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF)) 

announced the second round of rights allocated in the sector. 

This time around, of the 329 applications received, only 130 were approved 
(136 vessels), of which 83 were current right holder applications and 47 new 

entrants. 
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Like in the other sectors where about only a fifth of all applications were 

approved, there was no explanation offered for the denial of a fishing right. 

It is safe to say that the debacle that was FRAP2013 is not adequately 

demonstrated in the 2021 Draft Policy document for the tuna pole-line fishery. 

Furthermore, that the decisions on appeals lodged in the tuna pole-line fishery 
were made known only in November 2015 by then Minister, Senzeni Zokwana, 

predecessor to the current Minister, Barbara Creecy. 

Appeals 

In total there were 88 appeals submitted under the FRAP2013 Appeals process 
of which 31 were from right holder applicants and 57 from new entrant 

applicants. 

The description of events is as follows: 

“Of the 57 new entrant appellants, eight are appeals concerning applications 

from cooperatives, three from individuals and one from a trust. Trusts and 
Individuals were not permitted to apply for a tuna pole fishing right in terms 
of the Tuna Pole Fishery Policy: 2013. These applications were deemed to have 

been improperly lodged and the appeals are refused accordingly.” 

“The appeals by the eight cooperatives could not succeed either for the reason 
that cooperatives cannot at present lawfully acquire and hold a section 18 

commercial fishing right.” 

“On 30 December 2013, the DDG at the time decided to reserve his decision 
on the applications filed by 19 co-operatives. The Minister has decided to 

refuse each of these applications … “ 

“The Minister decided to grant the appeals of 36 of the 88 appellants. Of the 
36 successful appellants, 20 are right holder appellants and 16 are new entrant 

appellants.” 
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“The minister has directed that the seven latent rights (vessels) remain 
available for allocation to those right holders who may wish to introduce a new 

vessel to the fishery as it is the minister’s objective to encourage fishing 

performance and consequently job creation in this fishery.” 

“The minister has requested that the DDG institute section 28 investigations 

against all those current right holders who were granted fishing rights in this 
fishery despite not having demonstrated access to a suitable fishing vessel and 

who continue to either underutilise or not utilise their fishing permits.” 

Legal opinion 

According to legal opinion, the Minister’s decisions in respect of Appeals 
received from Individuals and Trusts was correct. Individual South African 
citizens and Trusts are recognised in terms of the provisions of the MLRA and 

indeed in the 2013 General Policy for the allocation of tuna pole-line fishing 

rights. 

The sector-specific Policy for the Allocation of Tuna Pole-line Fishing Fights 

under 5.1 “Form of a right holder” only provided for allocation of tuna pole-
line fishing rights to “South African-owned companies, close corporations and 
co-operatives”, but excluded the allocation of tuna pole-line fishing rights to 

Individuals and Trusts. 

However, the Minister’s decisions on Appellants who applied for FRAP 2013 
Tuna Pole-Line fishing rights in the form of a “Co-operative” in terms of the 
provisions of the General and Sector-specific policies advertised in the 

Government Gazette on 17 July 2013, was debatable. 

If this was found to be correct the Department would stand accused for having 
held and creating false expectations amongst tuna pole-line applicants and 

appellants to the effect that applications from cooperatives would indeed be 

received and considered. 
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According to the Minister, “The appeals by the eight cooperatives could not 
succeed either for the reason that cooperatives cannot at present lawfully 

acquire and hold a section 18 commercial fishing right.” 

As advised, the provisions of the 2013 General Policy for allocation of long-
term fishing rights under 7.2 “Form of a right holder” confirm that any South 

African Citizen, Registered Company, Close Corporation, Trust or Co-operative, 

may apply for fishing rights in terms of Section 18 of the MLRA; 

Under 7.2.2 this reads as: 

“The following South African persons will be considered: 

(a) a South African citizen in terms of the South African Citizenship Act, 1995 

(Act No. 88 of 1995); 

(b) a company registered in terms of the Companies Act, 2008 (Act No. 71 of 
2008), of which the majority of the shareholders, as prescribed by the Minister, 

are South African persons; 

(c) a close corporation in terms of the Close Corporations Act, 1994 (Act No.69 

of 1984), of which the majority of members are South African persons; 

(d) a trust in which— 

(i) the majority of trustees having the controlling power at any given time are 

South African citizens; or 

(ii) a majority of the beneficial interests are held by South African citizens; and 

(e) a co-operative registered in terms of South African Co-operatives Act, 2005 

(Act No. 14 of 2005) of which all are South African persons.” 

Sector specific policy 
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The 2013 Tuna Pole Sector-specific policy under 5.1 “Form of a right 
holder” confirmed that “Applications will only be considered from South 

African-owned companies, close corporations and co-operatives.” 

The provisions of the MLRA under Section 18 “Granting of rights” at the time 
of publication of the General and Sector-specific fishing policies only provided 

for allocation of fishing rights to “South African persons” defined as “South 
African citizens” (Individuals), “Companies”, “Close 
Corporations” and “Trusts” and made no provision for allocation of fishing 

rights to Co-operatives. 

However simultaneous to the official call for, and consideration of applications 
for fishing rights under FRAP 2013, the Marine Living Resources Amendment 
Bill [B30-2013], which successfully sought amongst others to recognise: Co-

operatives” in terms of Section 18 of the MLRA, was overwhelmingly ratified 
by the National Assembly and the National Council of Provinces with only one 

abstention from former MP, Pieter van Dalen of the Democratic Alliance. 

Opposition 

Dalen was supported to the hilt by a conflicted Shaheen Moolla of Feike 
Environmental Management. Moolla was one of the principal architects of the 
2001 (medium) and 2005 (long-term) fishing right allocation policies. He was 

also a former head of South Africa’s Fisheries Management and Compliance 

Unit at Marine & Coastal Management. 

Moolla is on record at Parliamentary Portfolio Committee Public hearings into 

the “Marine Living Resources Amendment Bill [B30-2013]” on 15 and 16 
October 2013, where he was outspoken in his opposition to the MLRA 

Amendment Bill [B30-2013]. 

This Amendment Bill not only sought to legislatively recognise Co-Operatives 
but more particularly sought to legislatively recognise rights of small-scale 

fishers systemically ignored as a consequence of flawed legislation. 
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On 19 May 2014 the President, by Notice in Government Gazette No. 37659, 
signed into law the English Text of “Act No. 5 of 2014: Marine Living Resources 

Amendment Act, 2014” which effectively amended MLRA, Act No. 18 of 1998 
to legislatively recognise “Co-operatives” in terms of Section 18. It read as 

follows: 

“THE PRESIDENCY 

It is hereby notified that the President has assented to the following Act, which 

is hereby published for general information:– 

Act No. 5 of 2014: Marine Living Resources Amendment Act, 2014 

(English text signed by the President) 

(Assented to 16 May 2014) 

ACT 

To amend the Marine Living Resources Act, 1998, so as to insert, amend or 
delete certain definitions; to amplify the objectives and principles provided for 
in that Act; to make provision for measures relating to small-scale fishing and 

for the powers and duties of the Minister in this regard; to effect technical 

amendments; and to provide for matters connected therewith. 

BE IT ENACTED by the Parliament of the Republic of South Africa, as follows:— 

Amendment of section 1 of Act 18 of 1998″ 

1. Section 1 of the principal Act is hereby amended— …….” 

“(d) by the addition to the definition of ‘‘South African person’’ of the following 

paragraph: 
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‘‘(e) a co-operative registered in terms of the Co-operatives Act, 2005 (Act No. 
14 of 2005), of which all the members are South African citizens but, where 

any member is a juristic person, such person’s principal place of business must 

be in the Republic;’’ 

Notably the present Minister’s decision to set aside the decision of the former 

Minister in respect of FRAP 2013 was only taken in 2015 following the President 
signing and granting his Assent to the enactment of “Act No. 5 of 2014: Marine 

Living Resources Amendment Act, 2014”. 

Refusing Appeals legally challengeable 

Minister Zokwana’s decision to refuse the Appeals submitted by eight Co-
operatives for commercial tuna pole-line fishing rights were therefore 
debatable and legally challengeable on the basis that FRAP 2013 Applicants 

and/or Appellants prior to submission of their Applications/Appeals were 
informed by publication in the Government Gazette under the provisions of the 
General and Sector-specific policies that they could tender their 

Applications/Appeals in the form of a “Co-operative”. 

Interestingly, in the Tuna Pole-Line sector “The minister has directed that the 
seven latent rights (vessels) remain available for allocation to those right 
holders who may wish to introduce a new vessel to the fishery as it is the 

minister’s objective to encourage fishing performance and consequently job 

creation in this fishery.” 

That is to say: No formal application process – arbitrary allocations at 

discretion? 

Bracing for FRAP 2021/22 

If there is any advice it is that applicants should check the fine print and cross 
check this against the draft General Policy. Read: Are the Bells Ringing? 

Getting to Grips with the FRAP 2021 Draft Policies 
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According to the draft Policy for the Tuna Pole-Line sector, the Department 
says it previously allocated 164 rights in total to 165 vessels mostly operated 

by SMMEs. 

However, many of these right holders are recognised to have performed poorly 
with some right holders either concentrating on by-catch species rather than 

tuna, or not applying for rights for some years. This has led to some rights 

being revoked. 

It is unlikely that any of these FRAP2013 successful applicants that did not 

land at least 200t of large pelagic species or failed to collect a catch permit, 

will be permitted to fish under FRAP 2021. 

Under the previous right period, South Africa’s ICCAT allocation of recovered 

southern albacore is 4400 tons, and a maximum of 4300 tons of southern 

albacore tuna per year by less than 100 vessels. 

ICCAT. Focus on Bigeye Tuna and Measures for Sharks 

Given that this is shared between the tuna pole and large pelagic longline 

fisheries, there is not a lot of scope to increase the effort in this fishery. 

Which explains why the Department makes it known in the draft Policy that 
only up to 110 applications will be successful in this sector (10% is set aside 
for Appeals). The reason given is to maximise the total applied effort of the 

tuna pole fishery according to the availability of stock. 

It also explains why there is no imperative on applicants to own a vessel, 
although an applicant business (closed corporation or company) must 
demonstrate right of access to a suitable vessel, but it cannot be foreign 

flagged. 

The sector specific draft policy says new entrant applications will be based on 
investment in either a vessel, fixed assets, or marketing infrastructure. Read 

the article about the differences in the application forms. 
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FRAP 2021-22 vs FRAP 2015-16 Application Form Comparison 

Suitable vessels are stipulated in the draft Policy to have a 
minimum SAMSA overall length of 15 metres and that smaller vessels will not 

be considered even if used in the past. 

This has already been challenged by those in the know who say that the top 

15 performing vessels in the tuna-pole fishery are all less than 15m in length. 

Furthermore, that this means their operating costs are reduced, and they can 

focus more on producing quality fresh tuna for export than having to target 

snoek as bycatch to cover their costs. 

According to reports this has been accepted by the Department. 

Conclusion 

What’s left now is more amendments coming to the Marine Living Resources 

Act in 2022. 

What’s Coming? FRAP 2021 Presentation Provides Interesting Insight 

It’s a sore point with the tuna pole-line sector which found itself at odds with 

amendments made to the MLRA Act No 19 of 1998 signed into law in May 

2014. 

As legal fisheries expert, Peter Edwards, has said repeatedly in past columns: 

“In preparation for the approaching right allocation processes right holders in 
sectors facing re-allocation should consider the various approaches taken by 

the Department. 

“It is apparent that in the FRAP 2013 process the finalisation of the 8 sector 
policies was left far too late and as a result the consultation process was 
curtailed, and the sector policies did not provide sufficient detail or clarity to 

right holders to enable them to best prepare for the allocation process. 
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“In the event that this process is delayed then it is likely that the finalisation 
of the respective policies will follow the same route as in FRAP 2013 with the 

policies being finalised and gazetted without sufficient input from right holders. 

“Vital issues such as the precise allocation criteria (ie performance measuring, 
BEE ownership/management, job creation, investment, compliance, etc.), new 

entrant position, TAC/TAE determination, suitable vessel definition, 
nomination of vessel requirements, provision for small-scale fishing (or not) 
need to be debated and as far as possible bedded down in the sector policy, 

and if not then clearly placed on record by right holders or associations. 

“Gathering knowledge, preparation and being pro-active are important tools 

for right holders with vested interests in the upcoming allocations. 

There’s still time to comment, so check the fine print and have your say – 

before it is too late. 

                                             ……………………………………… 


